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Message From the
Troll Dens

“Grrrrrrrumph.”  That means hello in trollish.  Well, I would like to
tell you guys that there are some major movements and shakings,
earthquakes and hurricanes, tornados and el ninio’s going on over
here at the Troll Lord head office.  But in fact, there ain’t.  We
would, in fact, look forward to an earthquake, tornado, volcanic
eruption or phone call to break up the monotany of the day.  I chal-
lenge you to imagine a more horrible life than ours.  I shall describe
a sample day to you.

Average Day:  Go to office between 7 and 10 in the morning.  Have
a few doughnuts, some coffee, or stop of at Steve’s kitchen for a
breakfast of eggs, ham, buttermilk biscuits, waffles, cereal (Fruit
Loops or Frosted
Flakes), nilk, pine-apple-
banna-orange juice and
some coffee.  Saunter
over to the conference
chamber to discuss
projects, business plans,
lunch plans, dinner
plans, game plans, movie
plans and then company
plans.

Break for lunch.  Run on down to the local eatery “Eat Dirt Cheap,”
grab some fried chicken, fried beef cubes, fried ochre, fried fries,
fried potatos, fried milk and fried tea.  We top it off with a desert of
fried ice cream.    Then back to the office.

Now the serious work begins.  We have to playtest a module we are
likely never going to publish so we sit down, roll up some charac-
ters, roll up some monsters and play D and D.  This is the important
part of the day so we take it very seriously, bringing out mini’s,
scenery, battle maps, cokes, cookies, chips and hot dogs.  Then we
play for the sake of mankind.

The work day ends about two in the afternoon.  And one wonders
why we never meet our prooduction schedule.

editing
by  Davis Chenault

Ok, I know people have an issue with editing.  Proper grammar,
spelling and all that yukkity yukk yukk we had to labour through

in grade school, junior high, high school, college, graduate
degrees and post graduate degrees is really really important.  I
know it is an insult to those of you out there who feel that I am

not showing you respect by not editing this mag a little more
zealously.  Well I apologize.  I apologiz profusely.  I offer a

fountain of apologies that shall spill from my mouth and gather
in pools at your feet.

Better yet, we are looking for a volunteer editor for the Seeker.
Someone for whom perfection is not an overriding concern but,
more or less, a necessary evil and one that, when necessary, can
be overlooker on a trip to the nearest eatery.  Contact me if your

shoes are bigger than you feet.  davis@trolllord.com



Artists of the Month
Josh Strickland

Well, here we go again.  Another artist of the month.  This
week I would like to intro-
duce everyone to the artist
Josh Strickland. Josh, Josh,
the name itself conjures im-
ages of exotic lands, mag-
nificent vistas, fantastic
plateus, wonderful place,
nice things and other stuff.
But Josh Strickland, on the
other hand, connotes a
meaning altogether differ-

ent from that of just the name Josh.  Josh Strickland actually
makes me think of a stricken land.  I wondered about the ori-
gin of such a name as Strickland so proceded to ask Josh about
said name and such origin in unsaid place and at unsuch time.

Davis (hereafter referred to as ‘D’):
Josh, I was just sitting over in yon chair
perusing the recesses of my mind, delv-
ing deep into fathomless pits of my
empty recesses, pondering the nature of
things not to come and not to be.

And in said sojourn I stumbled, nay, I
tripped, well, more like fell onto an idea,
a thought, a passing fancy, an invertabrial
imagining of a place and land, a vista of
a space and time with a cloak of despair
cast upon it.  A cloak of unfathomable
weight, a cloak of inky blackness, a cloak
with double slipped hemming and a white
ermine lining.

And beneath this cloak my wandering eye and meandering
mind did witness a deed, a deed of tragic consequences and
foul origins.  A deed so vile, so foul, so wicked and so de-

praved that is has taken on a life of its
own.  It has materialized in dread
form and arisen from the ashes of its
own destructions, it has coalesced
into a magmous heap of burning ca-

lamity and irritating itchiness.

And this shadow of appre-
hension, this afterthought of
despair, this incorporeal
muscle spasm laid its greasy

maws  upon the innocent and easily manipulated.  Then
this creature, this thing, this beast, this petulent pestilence
ripped, nay shredded, nay tore, nay... ripped, yeah that’s
right... ripped the soul and  essence, the mana and psyche,

the spirit and force from those who were helpless
befor e it.

Those innocents, that teaming mass of in-
considerate louts, that mass of irratable
rabble, that mass of sordid grotesqueries
who manage to scrape and gnaw a living

off the crumbs and garbage, the effluvium
and flotsam and exhaust of the elite and

overlords, the powers-that-be, the noble rul-
ers and leaders of this land.

But one day they shall arise at the repellent
multitude shall arise and...

Josh:  Ok I’m leaving.

D:  and  overthrow those dic-
tators and tyrants, those evil
despots, those
liscentious ex-
emplars, those
wantonly cruel
nobles.

Josh:  Outta  here!

D: And it shall be
I, me, the one the only,  the magnificent...



Ogres:

The Cudgel of Vhapragg

Prestige Class
Trained for combat by the tribe’s best fighters and shaped through
the spirit of the vile ogre deity Vhapragg, the Cudgels of Vhapragg
are the most fearsome elite force of an ogre tribe.  They are trained
to be tougher and even more durable than the average ogre.  Their
ability to focus their fury on their foes and their capability of simply
ignoring injuries makes them by far more dangerous.  Only  the
strongest among the tribe’s fighters are chosen by the tribe’s shaman
to become the leaders and the backbone of their fighting force.

Cudgels of Vhapragg often serve as bodyguards to the tribe’s chief
or fight for him in case of a tribal challenge.  Their strength and
ferocity in combat makes them invaluable for larger scale military
efforts.  Even a small group of Cudgels of Vhapragg is well able to
wreak havoc upon entire villages.  Spreading fear and the abundant
use of brute force are their preferred methods to achieve their
objectives.  As these elite fighters almost never turn their backs on
their tribes, they are just as seldom found serving in mercenary armies
or as swords-for-hire. Cudgels of Vhapragg know neither mercy nor
regret.

Only male ogres of chaotic-evil alignment and exceptional strength
are suited for the path of the Cudgel of Vhapragg, it is not open to
adventurers of any other race, sex, or alignment.  The preferred classes
to become Cudgels of Vhapragg are fighters and barbarians.  Those
among the ogres with innate magical talents are never allowed to
choose this class.

Hit Die:   d12.

Requirements
To become a Cudgel of Vhapragg, an
ogre must meet the following
requirements:
Race:  ogre only
Alignment:   chaotic-evil
Base Attack Bonus:  +6
Minimum Strength Score:  22
(nothing for the average ogre!)
Feats:  Improved Unarmed Strike,
Power Attack, Cleave

Class Skills
The Cudgel of Vhapragg’s class
skills (and the key abilitiy for
each skill are Climb (Str),
Intimidate (Cha), Jump (Str),
and Swim (Str). See chapter 4
of the Player’s Handbook for
descriptions of the skills.

Skill Points at Each Level: 2 +
Int modifier.

Advancement of the Cudgel of Vhapragg

Class Base     fort ref will special
Level Attk      save save save
1st +1        +3 +0 +1 Controlled Fury 1/

day,  DR 2 / -
2nd +2        +3 +0 +1 Intimidating

Presence, +1 on
melee damage rolls

3rd +3        +4 +1 +2 Controlled Fury
2day, DR 4 / -

4th +4        +4 +1 +2 Toughened Skin, +2
on melee damage
rolls

5th +5          +5 +1 +3 Controlled Fury
3day, DR 6 / -

6th +6        +5 +2 +3 Bloodfeaster, +3 on
melee damage rolls

7th +7        +6 +2 +3 Controlled Fury
4day, DR 8 / -

8th +8        +6 +2 +4 Dreadful Bite 1/
round, +4 on melee
damage rolls

9th +9        +7 +3 +4 Controlled Fury 5/
day, DR 10 / -

10th +10      +7 +3 +4 Invincible Foe, +5
on melee damage
rolls

Class Features
The following are class features of the Cudgel of Vhapragg prestige
class.

Weapon and Armour Proficiency:  The Cudgel of Vhapragg
gains no weapon or armour proficiencies.

Controlled Fury (Ex):   This ability, gained upon 1st level,
grants the Cudgel of Vhapragg limited control over his ogre
fury (*see below).  A number of times per day, depending
on his level, the Cudgel of Vhapragg can suppress the
urge to attack every living being in sight when in a fury
and focus his attacks on his enemies.  While in a
controlled fury, he will not attack any of his allies.

Intimidating Presence (Su):  Upon 2nd level,
the Cudgel of Vhapragg’s presence itself

becomes intimidating to most creatures.
All creatures of 5 or less hit dice within a
range of 40 ft. from the Cudgel must
succeed a will save (DC 14) or suffer a –
2 penalty on attack rolls, checks, and
saving throws for as long as they are
within a 40 ft. radius.  All affected
creatures can use special abilities,

including spells, to flee; indeed, the



creature must use such means if they are the only way to escape.
Creatures with more than 5 hit dice are not affected by this ability.

Toughened Skin:  With reaching 4th level, the skin of the Cudgel of
Vhapragg has been exposed to the elements and massive fighting so
intensively that it has become tougher than the skin of standard ogres.
A Cudgel of Vhapragg gains a +2 bonus to their natural AC.

Bloodfeaster:  At 6th level, the Cudgel of Vhapragg learns how to
benefit from the blood of his slain enemies.  For every round a Cudgel
of Vhapragg drinks the blood of his dead foes he heals 1d6 hit points
of damage.  The body of a medium sized creature contains enough
blood for a Cudgel of Vhapragg to feast on it for 3 rounds.  Add /
subtract one round per differing size category, i.e. 4 rounds of feasting
for the body of a large creature.

Dreadful Bite:  Upon reaching the 8th level, a Cudgel of Vhapraggs’
teeth are sharpened to appear as pointed fangs.  These allow him to
deliver one bite attack per round with an additional +1 bonus to hit,
dealing 1d6 hit points of damage.  Due to the lacking hygiene a
victim bitten by a Cudgel of Vhapragg must succeed a fort save (DC
12) or become infected with a randomly determined natural disease.
A single creature can never be infected with more than one disease
through the bites of a single Cudgel of Vhapragg.

Invincible Foe(Su):  At 10th level, the presence of a Cudgel of
Vhapragg is so frightening that all creatures of 8 or less hit dice
must succeed a will save (DC 18) or their fear of the vile ogre becomes
overwhelming.  Creatures that fail their saving throw suffer a –4
penalty on attack rolls, damage rolls, checks, and saving throws for
as long as they are within a 40 ft. radius.  Furthermore, they suffer
an additional 1d6 of hit point damage for every successful hit dealt
by the Cudgel of Vhapragg.  All affected creatures can use special
abilities, including spells, to flee; indeed, the creature must use such
means if they are the only way to escape.  Creatures with more than
8 hit dice are not affected by this ability.

*ogre fury: The following special quality for ogres is meant as an
optional rule for Game Masters who wish to add the aspect of fury
to the standard ogre.

Special Quality:  Ogre Fury (Ex)

Ogres fly into a blind fury whenever they feel threatened.  During
this rage they attack every living being in sight, making no
distinctions between friend and foe.  Ogre fury lasts for 3 + hit
dice + 2d6 rounds and cannot voluntarily be aborted prematurely.
An ogre must succeed a Will save (DC 12) in order to prevent
becoming enraged in this manner.

While out of control, ogres receive a +3 morale bonus to attack
rolls, damage, and Will saves and gain 9 temporary hit points.  At
the same time they are less observant of the events around them
and open themselves more to attacks.  Subsequently, they receive
a –3 penalty to AC and a –1 penalty on Reflex saves.  They
cannot use any skill involving the need to concentrate but all
available feats are still at their disposal.

When the rage ends, they lose all remaining temporary hit points
with all possible consequences.  Furthermore, ogre fury is quite

exhausting.  Ogres receive a –1 circumstance penalty on all attack
rolls, damage, and saving throws for a number of rounds equal to
the duration of the rage.
Ogres may also fly into this fury at will but they still have no way
of aborting it then.  They may use this ability as often as they like,
there is no daily limit to its usage.  Becoming enraged with ogre
fury is a free action.

Many ogres are well aware of the fact that their fury sometimes
poses a threat to themselves.  Unfortunately, rage is one of their
god’s primary virtues, so suppressing the fury comes close to
blasphemy.

Announcing
(Contact TLG for more info, this is in the hopper not the ringer)

OGRE HORDE
The Prohecy of Doom

By Bjorn Strohecker
Illustrator: Scott Purdy

An army
of ogres is crossing over the Great Wall of

Ethrum.  Beyond, the realms of man, dwarf and
elf are threatened with utter devestation.

Will you be the one to break the back of this
indomitable horde?

Be on the look out for this at Gen Con 2003



WWWWWorld Buildingorld Buildingorld Buildingorld Buildingorld Building

Welcome back to my little primer on world building.  I have no idea
where I left off on the last article and, frankly, don’t care.  I will
begin from wherever my little mind takes me as soon as I finish this
introductory paragraph.  There, I am done.

I think we left off somewhere in the vicinity of choosing the type of
world you want to create.  The idea is to get a basic idea of whether
it is high or low fantasy, gritty or clean, earth-like or hell-like or
whatever.  This is something you need to work out in your head
because no chart is going to do it for you.  However, realizing some
people like charts to chart their course, I have created one that might
suit your needs.

Roll a d20
1-10     High Fantasy
11-20   Low Fantasy

Now then, once that is decided, you have to get down into some of
the muddy design waters.  Immerse yourselves in the implications
of decisions you make, analyze the sludge of philisophical postures,
swim  in the deep waters of  design and understand some physics.
Now, you might ask yourself, ‘what the blathering heck is this nimwit
blabbering about?’  That would be a good question, and one which
I shall most definitely make less clear and more murky as this article
proceeds.

The next big leap is in physics.  I would suggest, minimally, one
read Isaac Asimov’s “Understanding Physics” before proceeding any
further....  Glad to see you’ve finished the book.  It is a good primer
on how the world ‘really’ works.  Now get ready to dump it. This is
a fantasy campaign, F-A-N-T-S-A -Y!

OK, I know, you’ve gotta have some realism in your game and you
can’t mess too much with the laws of Enstein, Coppernicus, Max-
well, Hertz, Plato and Murphy.  But you are going to do it anyway
aren’t you?  I mean, you’re probably gonna use magic (oooo what
would Enstein say about that), plane travel (what planes?), Dragons
(do you know how big those wings would have to be for that thing
to fly) and gnomes - well, there are a lot of short people around (like
me) but we don’t dress that funny (we like to think).

So what I am saying, is that you are likely dumping a lot physics
anyway so dump the whole kitten and caboodle (whatever that means)
- or not.  Keep what you like and throw the rest away.  Everyone
accepts this to varying degrees anyway because they know they are
playing in a fantasy setting and they have likely already suspended
their disbelief prior to beginning play.  And managing this suspencion
of disbelief is very important.  The leap has to be seamless, or at
least seem seamless so one must consider with great care what laws
are being mucked with and which one’s are not.

As a side note, it has always seemed odd to me that many people
draw the line at geology.  I do not know how many times I have
heard, ‘Ohhh you can’t have that there, that’s too close to the moun-
tains, ohh that’s a rain shadow, ohh that’s waaaaaaay out of place.’
Whatever, hey, the God’s did it.  Remember Icharus! Crazy things
can happen in fantasy settings - and should.  This adds depth to the

mystery of the world and a sense of realism to the Gods.  But it can
opnly go so far.  Which brings me to my next, and likely, final point
of this article.

Cause and effect, logical relationships, coherence and consistency
are all very important to the creation of any world.  This is a reflec-
tion of the manner in which our minds work and not the end result
of our education and cultural conditioning.  To break with the man-
ner in which we necessarily come to understand the world and make
sense of it can be problematic.  So you do have to make sense of
your world, cause is followed by effect, we catagorize things (good/
evil, law/chaos, ammal/reptile etc),  and on some level, your world
and allits denizens and facets must all be coherent to the consumer.

So, for example, you can have gods create mountains in the middle
of an otherwise empty barren plane that has never experienced a
tectonic shudder or volcanic whimper and fountains can float in the
sky.  But the players in the world have to understand it or digest it in
a way that makes sense with reference to its surroundings.  They
have to understand that a god ‘made it so.’  And further, there should
be reason for making it so, a story behind its making and the effect
that making has come to have on those who populate - or depopu-
late - the area around.

On the other hand, the world should probably not be completely
chaotic and some physical laws should apply.  Water should still
flow downhill, continental plates move (if you care to have them),
trees grow in well watered areas (excepting those that don’t require
it) and on.  So, all in all, the next step is deciding the level of mythi-
cal development and interaction your world will have.  Then have it
make sense and act consistently and logically within that scope.

The
World Builder

 ‘The utility of this book extends beyond a mere catalog of ev-
eryday facts and things common to a fantasy milieu based
mainly on the historical medieval and Renaissance periods. The
chapters are arranged thematically, listing items from the mun-
dane to the arcane in categories useful to one building a fan-
tasy world, campaign, or an adventure from scratch.

Thus an author or game master can refer to these lists to add
color, description, depth, and incredible detail to his fantasy
world. For example, this book aids in
determining the characteristics of a city,
detailing the basic construction mate-
rials of each building according to style,
then in choosing the contents of myriad
room types and appurtenant struc-
tures—castle, house, manor, palace, etc.
With this book, one can realistically de-
scribe the features of the wilderness,
picking tree types by biome, developing
regional maps in accordance with true
earth-science, learn the value of metals as a true metal-smith
(ordinary to magical), describe alchemical brews according to
extensive hermetic lore, and so on.



Bergholt I

By Shadow
of Night

The latest offering from Troll Lord Games,
‘Bergholt, By Shadow of Night,’ brings the
world of Inzae to life through one of its most
infamous port cities, Bergholt, City of Inno-
cence.

This Companion Book is 80 pages long and
includes a 16”x21” flip map depicting over
60 encounter areas, 100+ NPCs and innu-
merable adventure hooks.  $16.95 (Feb 22)

Movie Review
The Matrix Unlimited

Davis Chenault

Sounds like an upscale clothing boutique in a posh Hollywood ce-
lebrity fashion den huh?  Well its not.  The Matrix Unlimited is a
movie franchise, a box office extravaganza, a silver screen tour de
force, a visual masterpiece, it is in fact, the grand cinematic opus of
the 21st Century.  All right, that may be going too far since we have
97 years left in the 21st Century but my prescient abilities are, I have
been informed, uncanny.  Once, while taking a class on Roman his-
tory, I predicted the  fall of Rome long before the class even ended.
Now that’s foresight!

For those of you who don’t know, the Matrix trilogy (The Matrix,
The Matrix and The Matrix) is about a black haired, black eyed CGI
dude who wears cool black sunglasses, sleek black overcoats, edgy
black combat fatigues, trendy black shoes and carries big black guns.
He is part of a mental matrix of other CGI humans who live in a
perfectly imperfect CGI world.  These CGI peoples are slaves to the
great CGI making machine in the sky and they don’t like it.  Well,
most of them do, but some few louts and mamby pambies whining
about freedom go about trying to make life hell on those people
who do not mind a little slavery and mind control.  “I am going to
force freedom down your throat whether you like it or not,”seems to
be the motto of the CGI Freedom Fighters.

So lets consider the issues.  What if it were the case that you were
plugged in to some great computer (sorta like the internet), received
all your input from that computer (sorta like the internet), based
your reality on that input (sorta like internet users), used it as a
source of entertainment (sorta like computer games), visual stimu-
lation (sorta like the internet and computer games) and emotional
connections (sorta like chat rooms, discussion boards and dating
services found on the internet).

Now, consider further, what if this computer created a complete vir-
tual reality (the direction the internet is going) with physical input
devices (a’ la that Canadian company that is building virtual... plea-
sure.. computers) so that you never even know you are plugged into
a computer and you mistakingly believe what you are feeling/see-
ing/believing/doing is real and not simulacra.

Then lets say you can choose your reality.  Now we are talking.  But
this is where the movie gets me.  According to the first movie in the
trilogy (The Matrix), that reality has to be imperfect and messed up,
otherwise we break down.  What is that?  I don’t buy it, that’s where
I break down and cry Bull S—.  Hook me up to that computer, give
me the right reality and I’ll provide enough energy to run NYC for
ten years.  Why doesn’t the dang computer just hook up like minds
or create realities for everyone, then realities in realities.  Its just
programming - no big deal.

Back to the movie.  So in comes Neo, aka. the Man in Black, to free
all the human slave/batteries from the perdition of a perceived world.
I got one word for Neo and it ain’t nice.  Look, I’ll take a little false
living if it means I think I am eating steak when all I am doing is
slurping green goo instead of a real reality in which all I am doing is
slurping green goo.  And who wants all those plugs all over their
body.  Skip it.  I’ll take the fantasy for the reality and lay out some-
one who tries to take that away from me.  And I would be really
angry if it is the reality I want!!!

So where do these two new movies pick up from and take off to.  I
don’t know, they have not been released yet, they have not even
been rated yet.  All I’ve seen are the previews on the internet. But
I’ll give them two thumbs up, well two for each, so that would be
four thumbs up.  I can’t pass up all those cool fight scenes, slow
motion battle duets, and azz kicking cool sunglasses.



Resonance
Small Outsider (Incorporeal, Sonic)
Hit Dice: 3d8 (13)
Initiative: +4 (Dex)
Speed: Fly 50 (Perfect)
AC: 17 (+1 Size, +4 Dex, +2 Deflection)
Attacks: Sonic Ray +8
Damage: Sonic Ray 1d6
Face/Reach: 5 Feet by 5 Feet / 5 Feet
Special Attacks: Emulate Frequency,

Magic Disruption
Special Qualities: Incorporeal, Sonic Immunity
Saves: Fort +3, Ref +7, Will +3
Abilities: Str -, Dex 18, Con 10, Int 10, Wis 10,

Cha 14
Skills: Perform (Singing) +10, Listen +6, Use Magic

Device +8, Spellcraft +6, Concentration +6
Feats: Flyby Attack
Climate/Terrain: Any Land
Organization: Solitary or Chorus (2-5)
Challenge Rating: 3
Treasure: None
Alignment: Always Neutral
Advancement: 4-9 HD (Medium); 10-15 HD (Large)

A Resonance appears as a vaguely perceptible ripple
in the air, similar to a heat wave. Residing on the
Plane of Song, Resonance are usually summoned for
special performances. Resonance love to sing, and
will always be encountered in the midst of a perfor-
mance. Resonance is both singular and plural.

Combat
A Resonance will not engage an opponent in melee
combat, relying on its sonic ray attack, and its abil-
ity to utilize magic items. Resonance are vulnerable
to magical silence effects, and will attempt to es-
cape if silenced.

Sonic Ray (Ex): The Resonance can attack any op-
ponent within 60 feet with its sonic ray attack. This
attack is a ranged touch attack and inflicts 1d6 points
of sonic damage on a successful strike.

Emulate Frequency (Ex): As a standard action that
provokes an attack of opportunity, the Resonance
can weave a tune that causes a specific magic item
within 30 feet to function as if the Resonance were
using it. If the magic item is in the possession of
another, the bearer of the item may make a Will
save (DC equal to the Resonance’s Use Magic De-
vice result.) If the save is failed, the magic item
function for the Resonance for 1 round, and during
this time, does not function for the bearer of the

item. Only word-activated and spell completion magic
items can be affected with this ability. The Reso-
nance can make a Perform (Singing) check against
a DC equal to the Hit Dice (for attended objects) or
Caster Level (for unattended objects) to gain a +4
circumstance bonus on its Use Magic Device check.
Only one magic item can be affected at a time with
this ability. A magic item cannot be targeted twice
consecutively with this ability.

Magic Disruption (Su): As a full round action that
provokes an attack of opportunity, a Resonance can
begin to sing a song of disruption. Each round the
Resonance uses this ability all opponents within 60
feet must make a Will save (DC equal to the
Resonance’s Perform (Singing) check) or be unable
to cast spells with Verbal components, or use word-
activated magic items. The Resonance cannot move
when using this ability, and requires a full round
action to maintain.

Sonic Immunity (Ex): The Resonance is immune
to effects with the [Sonic] descriptor. Incorporeal:
Can be harmed only by other incorporeal creatures,
+1 or better magic weapons, or magic, with a 50%
chance to ignore any damage from a corporeal
source. Can pass through solid objects at will, and
own attacks pass through armor. Always moves si-
lently.

A Resonance receives a +8 bonus on Perform (Sing-
ing) checks.

Contributed by Robert Doyel and in his very font
- Verdana.

Gratuitous picture

It is really difficult to convey ripple of wind as a piece of art.
Well, actually its probably not, but I have no money to solicit
art for the Seeker this month (stingy stingy stingy purser) so
if anyone would like to submit one, please do so, otherwise,

use your imagination.  I hear Robert does not like mini’s
anyway.

Teratology



And the All Father

Spoke
Stephen Chenault

From the coming Winter Runes Book

The Language of Creation, the Holy Tongue, is the lan-
guage of life.  It is the language of power.  It is the lan-
guage of the Magi.

In the beginning the All Father had no mastery of this
language and spoke it incorrectly.  These words re-
sulted in many creations but all imperfect ones.  Some
of these hounded the All Father in the void, seeking
his love but he turned from them bent on mastery of
the tongue.  Eventually, he learned its proper use,
and from it all things came to be.

The All Father fashioned the world, that which the
Dwarves call Erde, from the void through the lan-
guage.  He intoned its words in multi-faceted ways
and from his voice came all that it is or ever will be.
He gave this gift to only a few.

He gave it to the Sentients, those who walked the world
before Dwarf or man, though they never used it and in
time of years they forgot it, even as they became rooted
in the matter of the world.

He gave it to the Great Dragon, the Mother God-
dess, Inzae.  Though she could not understand it so
he wrote it down in what later ages called The Ob-
sidian Book.  She took it and twisted it around her
own thoughts and fashioned the world of Inzae,
the Great Bowl and built for it a sun.  Inzae curved
out from the crusts of the All Father’s world so
that the two looked much akin to a cup and sau-
cer turned over, for in those days the world of
Erde was flat.  She stole many things from the
All Father, the Dwarven Giants, the Trottigen,
she bore off to her world enslaved them for a

great many ages.  Not until much later did
any return to the world of the All Father.

Lastly, he gave it in part to the Dwarves in later days and they used
it to build constructs upon the All Father’s world.  The Dwarves
though, never understood it completely and had to write to it down.
They took the Obsidian Book before the worlds were sealed, even
before Inzae bound the Trottigen, and they wrote it in Runes. Even-
tually these numberless characters which accounted for the Lan-
guage were carved upon the steps of those winding passages be-
tween the worlds, the Rings of Brass.  But these were lost to the
world or sealed by the Winter’s Dark.

After Inzae’s corruption of the Holy Tongue, the All Father bade
that no one else should speak it or know it.

But his will was no longer the law.
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Too many knew of the Language, or pieces of it, for it to remain
wholly secret and in time of years one of the Eldritch Goblins,
Ondluche, unraveled its secrets.  From where it is not certain for he
began the mastery of it long before even the Rings of Brass.  He
used the Tongue for his own personal power.  He was the first and
greatest of the sorcerers.  Ondluche spent many centuries bent over
his great alchemies, unraveling more of the sacred Tongue and ever
increasing his power in sorcery.  It is said that he possessed a great
tower, Lugtundra, which gloomed over the whole world and within
it were hosts of rooms and passages wherein he conducted all many
of vile experiments.  Cloistered thus he learned ever more and rose
to even greater power.  Many came to him to learn of his witch craft
and these bore it into the wide world.

In later days, the sorcery he practiced, matched the true language of
Creation and he bent the world and destroyed much. These spells
were the Ondluch-Eroan, or in the Vulgate the Runes of Ondluche.
It unmade the Dwarves and in later ages it destroyed the All Father
and split the world, opening it to the ravages of the multiverse.

But Ondluche’s reign ended with the Dwarven King of Norgorad-
Kam, Dognur VII, entered the halls of Lugtundra and slew the sor-
cerer.  It is said that the Dwarf waded through a sea of spells like a
ship in water and he took up the sorcerer in his hands.  Grasping the
sorcerer by the neck he ground his neck and bones to gristle and
cast him aside.



But the Goblin’s sorcery was forever a part of the world of Erde.
Though few would ever understand its origins or what it was and
most all forgot that the sorcery was the Language of Creation, only
corrupted and foul.
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Those who did know however, understood that mastery of the Lan-
guage could bring ultimate power.  Many have sought over the ages,
but only one has mastered even a small part of the true Holy Tongue.
A human magi, whose own history is mired in the depths of time,
rose during the Age of Heroes to become one of the greatest of his
peers.  In those days he bore the name Trigal, and served the Emper-
ors of Aenoch.  He founded the White Order, a gathering of like
minded men and women, who learned the arts of sorcery from him.

But Trigal was an evil man, and in his true purpose he used the
Empire to scour the world of the magic of the ancients, particularly
for the Rings of Brass or the Obsidian Book.  But he found neither
for the latter were well hidden and the former long ago destroyed in
Inzae’s War of the Gods.  But what he did find was evidence of the
Ondluch-Eroan, those spells and workings which unmasked small
pieces of the Language of Creation and destroyed the world.  There
were 45 spoken words.  Trigal understood these spells as being gate-
ways to the powers of the Void, the great Umbra.  For this reason he
called these spells The Paths of Umbra.

In later ages when their use came into the world men called them the
Winter Runes and the Blood Runes.

Trigal’s evil lost him the support of the Emperor of Aenoch and that
great Lord eventually drove the wizard from his halls.  Trigal took
another name, Nulak-Kiz-Din and he continued his quest for The
Paths of Umbra.

In those days there were tomes in the Dwarven Halls that recorded
much of the history of the world and that of the Dwarves.  Nulak
took the guise of a Gnome scholar and gained entry to the deeps of
Norgorad-Kam where the greater part of these manuscripts were kept
and studied them for many long years.  His sorcery was so great that
the Dwarves did not know of the deception for a great long while.
When they discovered that his was a magi they cursed him.  In those
days, much as today, the Dwarves carried a great malice for all sor-
cerers for it was the Goblin Ondluche and his sorcery that destroyed
all that they had loved in ages past.  They bound Nulak and branded
his hand with an iron from the Hall’s Forge.  This mark stayed with
Nulak forever, and he bore it with him where he went, no matter the
guise he took.  And it gave him away more often than once.  The
brand named him a thief and a liar and a sorcerer.

The Dwarves drove Nulak from the Hall, but it was too late for
Nulak had more than enough information.  He gathered to him a
group of stout fellows, Rogues and Warriors and a few priests and
he began a trek into the west in search of Gorthurag, The First Home
of the Dwarves.

His long adventure, the tales of which are filled with dreadful deeds,
great heroism and battles with ancient beasts does not come into
these tales, but suffice it so say the wizard found what he was look-
ing for.

Gorthurag, long abandoned after its destruction in the Goblin Dwarf
Wars stood like a hollow tomb.  He sought after the Mammoth
Scrolls, those ancients texts which the Dwarves recorded their own
and the world’s history in.   He hoped that they must somehow re-
veal the hiding place of any of the Runes or the Obisidian book or
other device which would lend him to greater power.  Though he
never found the lost archives where the scrolls were buried, he did
find other clues and dangerous ones at that.

Nulak once more bent himself to study, even as his companions
were killed off.  Those are wild and dangerous places and few can
live there for long unless they too are possessed of great magic.

But Nulak unraveled one mystery which concerned him greatly.  He
learned that when the Dwarf King, Dognur VII slew Ondluche he
found upon the Goblin’s broken body a small satchel of Rune Stones.
Though the King did not know what he possessed he took them up
and bore them into the world.  They fell out of the history of the
Dwarves when Dognur gave them over to some of his allies.  The
Rune Stones vanished into history.

So Nulak took up his staff once more and quested the world over
until he at last gathered the fabled Rune Stones to him.  He knew
then that these were the Ondluch-Eroan, The Paths of Umbra.
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Through hard study and much alchemy he unraveled many secrets
of the world’s origins, of the All Father and the Language of Cre-
ation.  He learned too, that many creatures existed beyond the world.
These creatures, memories of the All Father’s first acts of creation
were possessed of great knowledge and some even of the whole
Language itself.  He determined that he would bring one of these
creatures to Erde and that he would bind the creature to him and
learn from him the Language.   Here the wizard went too far for he
failed to fully understand the power of the Language of Creation,
nor did he understand the power that those who could speak it com-
manded.

He dreamed of the a dark god, a great horned beast, that the All
Father created at the bottom of time.  He only vaguely understood
the creature’s nature, never realizing that the horned was a figment
of a nightmare, a creature so horrid that the All Father drove it from
him even before the world’s making.  But the beast bore with him a
piece of the All Father and he knew the Language in its entirety.  It
was this beast that Nulak intended to bring into the world.

So he lent himself to mastering the Runes for with them he hoped to
mimic the sorceries of Ondluche who had breached the Wall of
Worlds so many eons ago.  He learned that great powers, the Rune
Lords, held the Wall of Worlds together and he bent himself to mas-
tering them as well.  After many years and many defeats he managed
this monumental task and prepared himself to walk the path of
Umbra, that is to breach the Wall of Worlds and enter the void.

With all this knowledge and power Nulak thought to himself that
he could at last bring the dark creature to Erde and it would rival
any of the gods of men.  And he thought that it would be his to
control.  So came to the world another tragedy.  With the power
commanded by the White Order, Nulak cast himself into the Void
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Common perceptions of  the Plains Indians of  19th Century
America have traditionally included the concept that males
are warriors and females are not.  Every single movie and
reference to native American societies that I can remember
having consumed into my late teens was of  just this.  Warriors
were always males and the women were always, well, women.
Only on rare occasions did a female stand to fight, and then
only when pressed and never on the battlefield, only near the
teepee or other domestic structure or edifice.  The only excep-
tion to this rule was ‘Little Big Man’ in which alternate gender
roles were addressed.  As “Little Big Man’ alludes, things were
a little more interesting than those early western conveyed.

First, I need to make a distinction about sex and gender.  Sex
is a term that refers to one’s biological category, either male,
female or other (to be addressed in next week’s Seeker).  Gen-
der refers to a culturally constructed category into which the
sexes are cast and through which acceptable roles are defined.
Traditionally, in America we have two sexes and two genders,
male and female and male and female.  Since WWII, radical
changes in the American workforce and social landscape have
begun to slowly alter this picture as gender roles have become
hazy and much overlapping occurs in the public and private
sphere.  The latest development is the clinical terminology
referencing sexual preference being reshaped into a gender
category unto itself, albeit with great resistance.  So lets take a
look at the gender roles of  the Plains Indians (Arapaho, Sioux,
Hidatsa, Iowa etc,).

First there is the Berdache.  The berdache (winkte in Sioux) was
a male who acted as a women in all respects except perhaps
sexual behavior (there is too little reliable information on this).
They undertook all the tasks a female would and were gener-
ally highly regarded as craftsmen.  Further, many of  the items
they created were considered of  spiritual or magical power
and many came to be seen as shamans with great supernatural
powers.  They were accepted in some communities more so
than in others and their frequency varied from one tribal group-
ing to the next.

Then there are the Ninauposkitzipxe (Blackfeet, meaning ‘manly
hearted women’).  These women bridged the gap between
overarching male and females roles by abandoning several ‘fe-
male’ traits and replacing them with ‘male’ traits.  Primarily
this involved two things, aggregation of  wealth via industry
and political assertiveness.  Though the Ninauposkitzipxe did
not participate in warfare and generally not hunting, they did
involve themselves in political debates and matters concern-
ing family wealth acquisition and disposal.  Through their
outspokedness and commercial abilities, they acquired great

questing for a host to bring home.  He searched for many years until
last he found a dark sliver of the All Father’s nightmare.  He opened
its mind and prepared it for entry.

Nulak failed to understand that the creature he found was not a
simple dark dream.  Rather, it was the All Father’s greatest terror.  It
was a nightmare, a horrid thought conjured in his youth, cast aside
as soon as it rose to the surface.  The black thought lay buried in the
All Father’s mind until the spells of Ondulche gave it freedom.  As
is written the spells of Ondluche split the mind of the All Father
and slew him and this gave the gift of life to the horned one.  It
passed through the Maelstrom and into the Void.  This nightmare
lived, though in truth it never dreamed of Erde.  Only when Nulak
came to it, by walking the paths of Umbra, did it learn of the world
at large.  It pretended to be amazed and enthralled, and so secretly it
bound the sorcerer to him.

When Nulak returned to Erde he brought the beginnings of an
undescribable plague.  He set to building great temples to garner the
power of the world’s people so that he could add the weight of it to
the spell of the Paths of Umbra.  These temples became, in time,
instrumental to the summoning of dark one.

Each letter of each word of the Language of Creation bears a multi-
tude of magic.  Pronunciation is the key to using the Language prop-
erly.  Any deviation from the Language can cause it to go awry.
Nulak studied the Rune Stones for many years until at last he felt he
knew their true nature and he felt that he could speak them cor-
rectly.   When the temples were built and he confident in his power
he summoned the horned god to the world of Erde.

The tale of what followed that dread god’s descent into Erde is told
elsewhere, but know only that he was named, fell Unklar, and that
he overwhelmed Nulak and all his allies, and enslaved much of the
world.  He used his great power to remake the world of Erde, bind it
too him and further to destroy the gods, imprison Inzae in an inner
world and unmake much of what had come before.  He blanketed
the world in ice and so it stood for a thousand years.  So the Winter
Dark came to be.

The Paths of Umbra, now known only as the Winter Runes were
lost to the world, scattered in the many wars and struggles of the
Winter Dark era.  Eventually Nulak rose to power once more and
served Unklar as his right arm.  He reconstituted the White Order,
renaming it the Paths of Umbra.  He took a new name as well,
Mongroul, though many called him the Troll Lord for he commanded
a vast army of Trolls in the northern wastes where he built his tower,
the Graugusse.  The guild quested long for the Runes, sometimes
meeting with success but more often than not failure.

So it came to be that the Winter Runes were scattered across the
world.  With Nulak’s passing into history the Paths of Umbra guild
lost much of its evil way and became a secretive guild of knowledge
and powerful magi.  Though many of their ranks long for the order
of Unklar’s reign, many more devout themselves to the study of the
sorcerous arts.  Knowledge of the quests that the wizards of the
Path undertook became common to many other guilds, wizards and
sorcerers.  So it was that many undertook to find these magical Rune
Stones and gain for themselves the powers that only a few ever
dreamed of.



status and were revered in the community (this was especially
true for the blackfeet wherein generosity and wealth were the
main attributes of  status and not one’s prowess on the battle-
field).

Finally there is a category which, to my knowledge, has no
specific name as the person assumes the title of a male in the
same position, that of  women chiefs  (the counterpart in English
would be to call a Queen a King once she assumed the au-
thority of  the King).  The woman-chief  assumed all the roles
of  a male and eschewed the roles of  the female.  She would
hunt, participate in warfare, lead war parties, participate in tribal
councils and even acquire wives.  These woman occasionally
acquired the highest status in the tribe with one ethnographi-
cally known woman-chief  to have become the third highest
ranked member of  the 160 family tribe to which she belonged.

In the West, the East and even the Middle East there are nu-
merous women who have attained nearly the same status.  But
their roles were temporary and fairly rare.  They were enigmas
and as such have come down to us through the ages as near
mythical figures (Joan of  Arc and the Trong Sisters come to
mind) that more express the maternal manifestations of  na-
tionhood rather than an acceptable role for women.
Therefore - Free Winona.
Davis Chenault

Superstitions
Did you know...?
Bubbles on top of a cup of tea or coffee brings good luck.  However,
if the bubbles are moving there is more to be said. If the bubbles
move away from you, disaster approaches, if they move toward you,
gald tidings are headed your way.

If you buy a brush in May you will sweep one of your family away.
A broom stored in a corner invites strangers to your house.  Unmar-
ried girls should never step over a brush lest they bear children out
of wedlock.

Hunchbacks, though considered evil and maliscous, were kept at
court because touching the hump allowed one to acquire a certain
amount of their psychic powers.

Short noses indicate laziness, long noses indicate pride and cour-
age, fat noses belong to loyal and honest folk while pointed noses
belong to those with a good memory and bad disposition.

Sneeze on Monday, sneeze for danger;
Sneeze on Tuesday, kiss a stranger;
Sneeze on Wednesday, sneeze for a letter;
Sneeze on Thursday, something better;
Sneeze on Friday, sneeze for sorrow;
Sneeze on Saturday, see your sweetheart tomorrow;
Sneeze on Sunday, your safety seek, The Devil will have you
the whole of the week.

Caroline Parker’s Gaming Recipe

of  the Random Time-interval

GARLIC ROASTED POTATO SKINS

3 lb russet (baking) potatoes (about 6-8)
1 head garlic
3/4 stick unsalted butter, softened
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon black pepper

Preheat oven to 350°F. Prick each potato once or twice with a fork.
Cut off and discard top fourth of garlic head, then wrap garlic tightly
in foil. Bake garlic and potatoes on same rack in lower third of oven
until potatoes are tender, 50 minutes to 1 hour.

Remove potatoes from oven and cool on a metal rack 15 minutes.
Continue to bake garlic until tender, about 15 minutes more, then
cool in foil on rack. While garlic cools, halve potatoes lengthwise,
then quarter each half (to form short wedges). Scoop out potato flesh,
leaving 1/4_inch_thick potato skins.

Increase oven temperature to 425°F. Squeeze garlic into a small bowl,
discarding garlic skins, and mash to a paste with butter, salt, and
pepper using a fork. Divide garlic paste among potato skins, spread-
ing evenly, then roast skins in a large shallow baking pan until golden
and crisp, 20 to 25 minutes.

Davis Chenault’s Recipe of the Whenever I Want
and the

Way Better than Caroline’s recipe - DOH!

GARLIC ROASTED
GARLIC

12 lbs garlic

Preheat oven to 350°F. Divide garlic into
three piles, placing one pile on the counter
next to the stove, one pile in the sink, and
one pile on a cutting board on the counter
near the fridge.

Peel the garlic (taking a break every 4-6 hours to eat, sleep, and go
to the bathroom), and chop one pile of it finely.  Convince your wife
not to move in with your neighbors, because this will taste great in
the end.  Saute 1/3 of the chopped garlic in garlic paste (season with
garlic salt, as needed) until tender, about 8.365 minutes.  Arrange
the remaining, un-chopped, garlic in a shallow baking pan and bake
until light golden brown, approximately 2.0084 hours.  Spread the
sauteed garlic over the roasted garlic heads, and serve with a garnish
of garlic sprigs to anyone who is left in your neighborhood.  Savor
the taste, because it will have to justify your hands, breath, and pores
stinking for approximately 9.723 months.

Seal of Approval

Seal  of disApproval
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